
Climate Action Commission Listening Tour 
St. Albans City Auditorium 

September 28, 2017 
 

Commission members present:  Peter Walke, Tom Donahue, Linda McGinnis, Michele 
Boomhower, Adam Knudsen, Liz Gamache, Harrison Bushnell, Robert Turner, Marie Audet, 
Mary Sprayregen 

Attendance per signup sheet: 85 / 42 speakers 

Peter Walke kicked off the meeting at 6:10pm with a brief introduction and explanation of 
ground rules – people who singed in and marked that they’d like to speak will be called up in 
the order they arrived and will have the floor for 2 minutes.   

Penny Dubie, Fairfield -  See comments entitled “Penny Dubie CAC Comments” 

Dustin Lang, Swanton – We need to evaluate energy sources available to us, hydro, wind, solar, 
bio, nuclear then evaluate needs and apply needs to sources; designate the best application to 
appropriate venue; everyone is looking to VT as a supplier; none of renewable energy credits 
stay in VT;  we need to fulfill our needs first;  On the issue of the carbon tax – VT state and local 
tax burden was the 6th highest in the nation – 16% above national average – I don’t think VT can 
afford any more taxes; specifics are yet to be proposed, but we are being told $ will return to 
taxpayer – haven’t seen an efficient program in operation; 

Jim Styles, St. Albans – 1. carbon tax is easy low hanging fruit – efficient; and should be revenue 
neutral; 2. regenerative farming soil/carbon sequestration – large amounts of carbon can be 
removed from atmosphere into the soil – specific recommendation- for state to look for 
sources for soil inoculants to be applied to soil to build soil biology to help in the sequestration 
– 3. Time to start thinking about moving people out of flood prone areas; 4. Like to suggest we 
prepare to receive climate migrants;  

Mary Harbaugh, St. Albans – Encourage the commission to think big – huge complicated 
challenge – easy to come up with nice little projects that fit the puzzle – but no one else is doing 
this so we need to think big. Encourage the governor to partner with new England or Canada to 
allow individuals and families to sell excess solar power to the grid; like to see some zoning 
code locally or statewide as a default with waivers that every new building has a south facing 
roof.  Not require to put solar on – but someone may down the line.  Future is coming at us 
really fast and tiny projects aren’t going to do it.   Carbon tax – no one wants extra taxes, we 
need tax reform, it doesn’t have to be extra – taxes are supposed to encourage good stuff 
discourage bad stuff – encourage people to not pollute; create a tax that provides an incentive 
for people to do the right thing. 

Stephen Crowley, South Burlington – See comments entitled “TESTIMONY before Governor’s 
Climate Action Commission” 
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Henry Boyl, MIlton -  wants to see VT more resilient and prepared for destruction of energy 
markets in the face of climate change; (emailing me his comments). 

Doug  Grandt, Putney – See Comments entitled “Vermont Climate Action Commission” 

David Skapin, Essex, – brought a book up to the podium to share, unfortunately I missed much 
of his testimony due to someone coming up asking me for my email address.  Mr. Skapin did 
not supply notes.   

Judith Raven, Shelburne – Urge to recommend we put a price on carbon pollution – think 
dividend should be used for weatherization and energy efficiency  

Keri Ellis, Westford – Look to viable solutions, put a price on carbon, make the 90% renewable 
goal mandatory and increase it to 100% renewable – See Comments entitled, “Keri Ellis 
Westford VT” 

Brian Forrest, Williston – This is huge problem that we’ve known about for 20 years and can no 
longer avoid it.  Stop building fossil fuel infrastructure; carbon tax – use money to turn our 
make homes more efficient; transportation – incentivize electric cars; mandate the state energy 
plan; See Comments entitled “Brian Forrest – Williston VT” 

Rick Wackernagel, Burlington – See Comments entitled “Rick Wackernagel CAC Comments” 

Eric Jessiman, Bakersfield – How many people know how much heat your car generates while 
you’re diving it.  Each gallon of gasoline puts 55k BTUs into the air – heat rejection.  Al Gore – 
Truth to Power -  people need to understand USA uses 370 million gasoline a day each day.  See 
Comments entitled “Eric Jessiman CAC Comments” 

Ross Conrad, Middlebury – We live in a capitalist system – we need to make this economically 
viable; rather than a tax, use a dividend on carbon; distributed to citizens; stop all fossil fuel 
new infrastructure; then figure out how to transition; efficiency VT type utility that helps 
Vermonters reduce their fossil fuel use; divest from banks, and pension funds; make economics 
work for renewables; small scale renewables versus large industrial scale; new construction 
should be solar ready; have to take carbon out of the atmosphere – use agriculture to 
sequester – cover crops, no till, no chemicals, ween off synthetic chemicals on soils; consider 
the costs that will effect VT when we don’t successfully deal with this, we can’t afford to not do 
something.  VT is not too small to make a difference, cumulative impact – it can add up. 

Sarah Watson, S. Royalton – urge to impose a carbon tax – help to incentivize switch to clean 
energy show we’re committed to taking action, See Comments entitled “Sarah Watson CAC 
Comments” 

Paula Kane, St. Albans City – To get where we want to go, we should encourage more 
efficiency; transportation takes a lot of our carbon generation – rural state with a lot of poor 
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people commuting to jobs – imposing a carbon tax on them is wrong, they can’t afford it; the 
state could encourage more carpooling, build more park n rides; run more public transportation 
that is more convenient; if we increase taxes more people will leave; federal carbon tax maybe, 
but not VT; need more incentives and plant more trees; 

Henry Swayze, Tunbridge – See Comments entitled “Testimony to the Governor’s Commission 
on Climate Action” 

Debra Sachs, Charlotte – See Comments entitled “Debra Sachs CAC Comments” 

Bonnie Filker, Burlington – lots of job opportunities because of the catastrophes; to mitigate 
climate change we’ll need all the solutions that we can; implement carbon tax, offset by 
reducing sales tax and use carbon tax revenue to fund solutions;  

Linda Cooper, Burlington – Your task is daunting; I support alternative energy, carbon tax, 
energy efficiency; weatherization;    

Ilana Corey, Burlington – I’m scared of climate change; scientists are making genetic 
modifications –plants that suck carbon out of the atmosphere – we need to tax carbon; VT can 
be the role model and set the example;  

Chloe Greenia, St. Albans – climate change is the most pressing issue of our time; if we don’t 
take risks and make sacrifices – forcing big oil to pay; energy independence fund; we’re one of 
the only developed countries that won’t break up with big oil.  See Comments entitled “ 

Daniel Shearer, Burlington – We are seeing unprecedented weather; self proclaimed 
comprehensive energy plan guru – can’t see it happening without a carbon tax; Canada is going 
to do it; feds are not going to help; Just purchased a Nissan Leaf – we need to make it hard to 
not buy an electric vehicle; currently it’s hard to find fast charging stations; make it more 
convenient; stop pipelines; divest in fossil fuels; please put out an unprecedented solution.  

Drew Baker, Burlington – part of the generation that will bear the burden – student – in favor of 
carbon pricing; carbon tax will bring economic growth to Vermont; pair economic and 
environmental justice; See Comments entitled “Drew Baker CAC Comments” 

Emily Roland, Burlington – climate change is taking a toll on Vermont; VT has an opportunity to 
be a leader and put a tax on carbon.  

Gina Clithero, Worcester – Importance of putting a price on carbon; I believe in VTs leadership 
in these areas – already made progress in food systems and land use and would like VT to lead 
the way in climate.  The economic system is unjust – putting a price on carbon is a way to 
redistribute the burden to the people who are responsible for causing the most damage; focus 
on human capital and natural resource based economy; our natural resources are dependent 
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on what we do to solve climate change today.  Economic loss with the degradation of our 
environment.  Need a solid economic policy solution. 

Zachary Tomanelli, South Burlington – we need bold meaningful climate solutions; reduce 
pollution and strengthen our economy.  Recognizing that most everyone is begging for a price 
on carbon pollution – prioritize low and middle-income Vermonters to benefit from a tax; take 
your charge seriously; recommend a price on carbon pollution; 

Jack Hanson, Burlington – Vermont has made significant progress in the electric sector – in 
doing so we’ve created thousands of jobs and kept electric rates low; localizing energy will 
improve economy; build on electric in transportation and heating; focus on efficiency and 
electrification of those sectors and build out renewable energy; in order to make this happen 
we need to leverage economic solutions by carbon tax; incorporate the harm of fossil fuels – 
price of fossil fuels are artificially low – use revenues to fund solutions; governor may say no 
carbon tax – but commission still has a duty to bring what we’re saying to the governor 

Jeff Forward, Richmond – Don’t forget biomass – plentiful renewable resource; we know how 
to do it- 60 schools heat with wood; more than any other state; we’re national leaders; codify in 
statute a goal of doubling the amount of wood heat to 35% - by 2030; suggest consider making 
sales tax exemption for equipment; encourage state to heat state colleges with wood; keeps 
energy dollars local; creates jobs; benefits the forests; See handout provided entitled “Wood 
Head in Vermont Baseline Assessment for 2016” 

Kevin Batson, Williston – See Comments entitled “Kevin Batson CAC Comments”  

Steven Bower, Richmond – See Comments entitled “VT Climate Action Commission Hearing” 

Brenna Reagan, Burlington – Would like to reiterate that we need to put a price on carbon 
pollution – revenue to energy efficient technology; weatherization – 90% renewable become 
law; encourage climate refugees welcome here.   

Richard Watts, Hinesburg – Transportation – advocate for non-motorized solution – megawatt 
– negamile – cleanest greenest cheapest mile is non-motorized; how do we get more people 
out of their cars to walk, bike or use public transit; disincentives the car – make parking more 
expensive and provide real alternatives; safe biking lanes, lit sidewalks, transit; nibble away at 
it……. 

Marcie Gallagher, Burlington – I support tax on carbon pollution; We also need to look at 
regenerative agriculture and carbon sequestration; Agency of Ag asked for less money…..? 
Word of advice to governor – VT is not the state to be defying democracy – if constituency are 
in support of a carbon tax you should do it. 

Sandra O’Flaherty, South Hero – Wanted to talk specific carbon fee and dividend consider 
representative Gonzalez’ short form bill - low income Vermonters will benefit.  VT bill needs to 
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tie into a national bill; plan for a larger national agenda; ask that the governor to consider 
exploring the conservative climate change leadership council; resolution to CA AJR43 – 
resolution calling for federal carbon fee and dividend; hope the governor reconsiders carbon 
tax; See Comments entitled “Sandra O’Flaherty CAC Comments” 

Jenn Wood, Grand Isle – Appreciate challenge, opportunity and solution at hand; 
weatherization – clean energy work force; hard time finding crew to do the hard work of 
weatherization; because of incentives I purchased a Nissan Leaf - so incentives work; use the 
power of the vote; push to maintain and strengthen policies; See Comments entitled “Jenn 
Wood CAC Comments” 

Bob Atchinson, Plainfield - Plainfield energy coordinator, volunteer home energy visits; 
definitely need to help people weatherize homes – help seek alternative ways; VT spends 2 
billion /year on heating and transportation – of that 1.6 billion leaves the state 8/10 dollars – 
need to figure out a way to tax the people taking our money – incentivize good behavior to 
create and use alternative forms of energy – and on a personal basis wake up and realize that 
we’re a part of the solution.  Choose how we heat, choose how we drive; ban on fossil fuel 
infrastructure – no more time to fool around. 

Bill Scott, Hinesburg – See Comments entitled “Comments by William Scott to the Climate 
Action Commission….” 

Greg Pierce – See Comments entitled “Greg Pierce CAC Comments” 

Bob Buermann, South Here – With the NW regional planning commission – developing local 
knowledge is key – mapping places for biomass, solar, wind, working with town to get energy 
plans developed; encourage commission to promote the need for local involvement, need the 
local plans, local involvement and local knowledge 

Eli Okon, Burlington – support carbon tax; it’s an investment, if we don’t pay monetarily now 
we’ll pay with our lives in the future; economic standpoint – carbon tax will develop industries 
the planet will require if we want to continue living on earth; incentives for VT farmers to 
practice carbon sequestration; 

Natalie Sinkew, St. Albans – See Comments entitled “Natalie Sinkew CAC Comments” 

Chris Granda, Richmond – Urge commission to act boldly and build on the excellent base of 
information and analysis that’s already been done in VT.  Worked on total energy study – built a 
computer model of VT energy economy – looked at 3 different public policies – all were capable 
of reaching VT energy reduction goals.  In 3 years since – prices in renewable energy have 
dropped significantly; please act to embrace the work that has already been done.   
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Closing remarks by Peter Walke – we’re early in process, this is the third of four public meetings 
– then we’ll be getting together for our 2nd commission meeting; We will have 3 
recommendations to the governor by January 1, 2018 then full report due in July 2018.  

 

 

  

 
 



















































Testimony to the Governor's Commission on Climate Action  
St Albans 

By Henry Swayze, Tunbridge 
henryswayze@gmail.com 

603-667-8932 
Member of the Vermont Healthy Soils Coalition and the soil-carbon-sponge network 

Co-host of Vermont GreenZine on WFVR-LP  
 
 
I am asking the commission to think  BIG  
 
Yes we need to become more efficient 
Yes we must work our way off fossil fuel 
Yes we must sequester carbon back out of the atmosphere 
 
But If we ceased all fossil fuel burning today we have already put enough greenhouse gasses 
into the environment to cause 100+ years of warming and sea level rise.  
 
We must actually cool the planet NOW and we can through natural systems.  
One example: 
If we were to cover a goodly portion the world’s bare agricultural soils with green growing plants 
we will more than offset all the increased temperature being created by current greenhouse gas 
emission and long term we would be sequestering the carbon trapping gasses that overheat us 
as well.  A plowed field transfers heat into the low atmosphere 13 time faster than a green 
growing field or woods. 
 
The market system is powerful.  We must send a price message to those that pollute and those 
that provide ecological services. 
 
Regenerative Agriculture should be recognised and incentivised .  It is most simply defined as 
improving the soil each year instead of degrading it as chemically treated plowed agriculture 
now does. See the Rodale institute's definition of Regenerative agriculture. 
 
https://rodaleinstitute.org/assets/WhitePaper.pdf  Good for the environment, good for the bottom 
line. 
Short version of regenerative agg under review 7/2017 
https://rodaleinstitute.org/assets/ROC-One-Pager-9.12.17.pdf 
 
For a fuller treatment of Cooling the planet see my Presentation here:  
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yhdj6Up37gFKJy4udsDw3ZdeUo1vsrPUwqEAx1vnc4E
/edit?usp=sharing 
And for a two hour presentation by Australian soil and climate scientist Walter Jehne 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4ygsdHJjdI&t=5970s 

mailto:henryswayze@gmail.com
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yhdj6Up37gFKJy4udsDw3ZdeUo1vsrPUwqEAx1vnc4E/edit?usp=sharing
https://rodaleinstitute.org/assets/WhitePaper.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yhdj6Up37gFKJy4udsDw3ZdeUo1vsrPUwqEAx1vnc4E/edit?usp=sharing







































